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Equi-Rhythm Adopt-A-Horse Program
Gracie and some of the other RMER horses are
available to be (financially) “adopted.” What this
means is that you would donate a set amount
each month to RMER for a horse’s food or shoeing, or both! Please see Caroline if you are interested in providing this kind of support
(equi.rhythm@comcast.net or 303-919-3946).
We already have a couple of boarders who do
this and they find it rewarding.

contract allowing the boarding and training operations at Joder Arabian Ranch to
be assumed by Mountain Meadow Holistic Equestrian Center was signed by Bob Joder
and myself, effective February 1. To celebrate
the event, more than a dozen boarders and staff
met at the Rio Grande Restaurant in Boulder.
A new boarding contract will be required for
all boarders and we will also ask that you fill out
new information forms. In the next weeks, Grace
and I (and volunteers) will be setting up days and
times when boarders, leasers, and students can
come by the classroom, fill out new forms, and
sign new contracts for MMHEC. The benefit is
that we can make copies on the spot and you can
get everything done at once and walk away with
your documents. We need to get this done so that
Joder Ranch, MMHEC, and Rocky Mountain
Equi-Rhythm are covered legally. This will also
enable us to update your directory. Stay tuned for
the exact dates and times.
Many of you have approached me about
making sure that Alfredo is taken care of, given
the changes in payment for special equine services. Since November, I have been helping with
these special services, and under our new arrangement Alfredo will receive a much-deserved
raise and be paid on a salary basis, at his request.
The Joder family and I appreciate the community’s patience during this time. I see wonderful things continuing for the future. I am so glad
you all are part of the JAR/MMHEC community.

Knick o’ Time Horse Rescue Partnership
Equi-Rhythm has a new partner: Knick o’ Time
Horse Rescue and Rehabilitation (KOTHRR).
“The mission of KOTHRR is to rescue, rehabilitate, and find new homes for abused, neglected,
unwanted and slaughter-bound horses, ponies,
and other equines. The goal with each horse is to
bring them to a state of wellness and training so
that they can be placed in a knowledgeable and
caring adoptive home.” Equi-Rhythm is partnering with KOTHRR founders Nancy Cebula and
Stephanie Wendorf (Steph is a former JAR
boarder, instructor, and 4-H member) to foster
several of these horses to be used in equine therapy programs, beginning with Gracie (see page
13).
Grant Awarded
On March 16, Equi-Rhythm was awarded a $500
grant for summer horse camp by the Erie Optimist Club. The Erie Board of Trustees was only

This year we will offer both beginner and intermediate camps. A child who has limited experience with a horse and is not able to walk, trot, or
canter a horse on their own would be considered
a beginner rider. A child who can saddle and bridle their own horse and can walk, trot, and canter
in a pattern would be eligible for the intermediate class.
Some full and reduced-fee camp scholarships
are available. Erie and Superior town boards
have sponsored six children from each town to
participate in the camp. Please call Caroline Roy
at (303) 919-3946 if you have any questions.

able to fund one-half of summer camp for six
children from Erie Elementary and Middle
School to participate in a week of summer horse
camp at JAR, and the Erie Optimist Club graciously matched funds to cover the other half.
Quarterly Board Meeting
On February 21, the Equi-Rhythm Board held an
offsite planning meeting facilitated by Nancy
Cebula. Founding board member Jodi Burnett
resigned from the board due to time conflicts. A
warm thank you is due to Jodi for her efforts and
creative work in founding Equi-Rhythm with
Janet Quinn and myself. The board agreed that
its primary focus would be to seek funding to
hire a part-time Clinical and Programming Director to oversee therapists who are working with
Equi-Rhythm clients and to focus on the programming. This person will work directly with
me to grow the equine therapy program. Another
focus is to increase the size of Equi-Rhythm’s
board to include individuals with areas of expertise that will enhance our mission.

Board Reduction Donations
Many of you have mentioned that you would like
to donate your MMHEC board reduction to
Equi-Rhythm. If it’s not convenient to make a
separate check payable to Equi-Rhythm, our accountant, Holly Harris, will keep a record and
cut a check to Equi-Rhythm for any amount
above your monthly board that you have noted
you intend to donate to RMER. We’ll send you a
tax donation form at year’s for your contributions.

Equi-Rhythm Summer Horse Day Camp
Can you believe it? Camp time is almost upon
us! Rocky Mountain Equi-Rhythm will again
sponsor Summer Horse Camp for children ages
6-9 and 10-13 at Joder Arabian Ranch.
The camp will focus on the equestrian tradition of riding and working with horses in combination with experiential exercises that emphasize
the human/equine relationship. This camp is
open to all children, not just Equi-Rhythm populations, as we believe that the camp experience is
enhanced when children and camp counselors
from diverse backgrounds come together because
of a love for horses and share these backgrounds
with each other. Last year’s camp participants
included a Girl Scout troup earning their horsemanship badges, children placed in foster homes
through social services, children with physical
challenges, 4-H members, and other young horse
lovers from Boulder and surrounding counties.
Camp will be offered in morning and afternoon sessions (8:30–12:30 and 1:30–5:30),
Monday through Friday, the weeks of June 12,
19, and 26; July 10 and 17; and August 7 and 14.

Tack Donations
Donations of your gently used tack and horse
equipment are requested to replace some RMER
tack that is no longer serviceable. Even if some
of your donations are not suitable for use by
Equi-Rhythm, they can be sold at the Boulder
County 4-H tack sale and all proceeds will support Equi-Rhythm. Thanks to Sandi Roswell for
placing an ad about this in the Fence Post.

As the Barn Turns
By Caroline Roy, with Grace Maddox
This column publishes still-relevant ranch news
sent to boarders by Caroline and/or Grace via email since the last newsletter was published.
Say Hello to Mindy and Casey
Our new part-time hand, Mindy Gallaher, started
work in December and is working Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday through Saturday. Min2

(front) side of the building, and use the south entrance to lead to and from the stalls. Do not lead
your horse down the narrow hallway of lockers
to or from his stall. Often locker doors are left
open and buckets and stepstools are in the way.
An accident could easily happen. Thanks!

day used to work at the Colorado Therapeutic
Riding Center. We also welcome Casey Hennigh, a former boarder and 4-H member who
“grew up” at JAR. She will be working parttime, taking on a few of the administrative tasks
and working with the horses. Her cute little son,
Bishop, may accompany Casey at the ranch.

Farewell to Bonnie
Bonnie, Bob Joder and Jenny Key’s beloved canine companion, has died as a result of an aggressive tumor discovered last fall. We knew this
day was coming but it is nonetheless a difficult
loss. Bonnie was often seen driving around the
ranch with Bob in his golf cart. She was a peaceful, loving dog and we will miss her.

Instructor Schedule
An updated JAR instructor schedule for use of
the indoor arena will be posted the first week of
each month. This will help coordinate the scheduling of auxiliary instructors as well as inform
boarders of times the arena will be in use for lessons. Feel free to ride during any lesson!
New JAR, MMHEC, and Equi-Rhythm Office
The office has been relocated to the classroom in
the lounge. Please stop by and say hello to Holly
Harris, who will be doing accounting work for
all three entities. There is a whiteboard calendar
on the door to the classroom, which we will keep
updated so all will know when the room is
scheduled to be in use.

Yoga Comes to Joder Ranch
In keeping with our holistic roots, Equi-Rhythm
and MMHEC are offering “hoga” (yoga for
equestrians) classes at the ranch. Julia Dordoni is
an Iyengar yoga teacher, art teacher, and freelance artist who is also an equestrian. She offers
yoga geared to equestrians who want to become
stronger and more balanced riders. Julia has
agreed to teach two classes per week at the
ranch, each of which is open to all levels (including remedial), Monday and Wednesday at 5:00
p.m. Classes cost $5 each, or $45 for a 10-week
punch card or $90 for a 10-week punch card
good for two sessions a week. This is the best
deal in Boulder County, so sign up, all you stiff
and creaky equestrians!

New Mailboxes
Please note that the mailboxes in the lounge have
been reassigned. Caroline, Greg, Alfredo and
Alamar, Mindy, Christy, Dawn, Hallie and
Grace’s mailboxes are located on the wall. Mailboxes for Molly Elliott, Kim and Joe Andrews,
Billie Myers, Julie Rudy, vets, other farriers, and
interns/volunteers/community service personnel
are inside the cabinet under the phone in the
lounge.

Picnic Tables on the Mountain
We have ordered two large picnic tables for the
ranch. Thank you, Anne Davidson and Wiley
Gillmor, for making this suggestion—a fabulous
idea! They will be placed on the back side of
Joder Mountain. We also plan on putting in
hitching rails for summer horse camp and for
boarders to use in the enclosed area where the
gate goes into the lower ropes course meadow.

February Deworming Forms Are Overdue!
Please turn in your February deworming form if
you haven’t already done so. You will find forms
on the bathroom door or in the filing cabinet next
to the oak desk. Connie Hopkins is now overseeing the deworming program at MMHEC. You
can contact Connie at 303-494-1211 or by e-mail
to constance_hopkins@hotmail.com.

Reimbursement Forms
If you make approved purchases on behalf of
MMHEC, please use the new reimbursement
form to be compensated for the item(s). Com-

Safety First!
For those of you who use the south barn, please
enter and exit the tacking area from the east
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those wishing to use a horse when friends or
family want to ride have a source of information
and a way of scheduling rides. The boarders and
leasers still must defer to Caroline and the instructors, but this will certainly simplify things.
Look for this book on the desk in the lounge.

plete the form (you’ll find them on the file cabinet in the lounge) and drop it in Caroline’s box.
Using the Green Machine
I have had several requests for those of you who
want to help clean out your pens and so forth
about using the green machine for such tasks.
MMHEC’s insurance company has advised that
it is okay for volunteers and boarders to use this
machine. It is old and temperamental and usually
not available in the morning as it is in use. Let
me know if you want a quick lesson in starting
and driving it. It is a bit cranky in cold weather!

Western Soil Awards
When someone takes a spill off a horse at the
ranch, please fill out a Western Soil Incident Report. At our year-end holiday festival, we recognize these folks’ equestrian intrepidity with
Western Soil Awards. This is a long-standing
tradition and is great fun. These forms are in the
top drawer of the filing cabinet in the lounge.
Drop the form in Grace’s mailbox or send the
information to gmaddox@ foliogroup.com.

Ranch Wildlife
No, I am not talking about parties or meeting for
margs at the Rio! Greg Joder, as part of his research and course work at CU (he is an ecology
major), is taking a detailed inventory of the wildlife on the ranch property (see his Eco-Bits column on page 8). Please let him know of any wild
animal sightings around the ranch—except for
deer, which are quite common. Please also let
him know if, when, and where you see any
sickly or dead animals. Contact Greg at
joder@earthnet.net or 303-859-5393.

Work Request Form
We have developed a new work request form
(copies are in the lounge in the file cabinet) for
you to use if you see something at the ranch that
needs to be repaired. Please fill out this form and
put it in Caroline’s box. If you have an improvement suggestion, please write it down on
this form and it will be prioritized as to availability of staff and money. Thanks for keeping our
horses as safe as we can.

Kids’ Quadrille Returns to the Ranch
In the past, JAR has fielded some awesome quadrille teams that have performed at many dressage shows and other events. Quadrille is a
group of mounted horse-and-rider pairs performing patterns and maneuvers set to music. Hallie
Sabo is looking for young riders to re-establish
this tradition. Contact Hallie if you’re interested
(halliesabo@hotmail.com or 970-443-9410).

Let Us Hear From You
If you have news or information of interest to
MMHEC boarders or leasers, please send it to
Grace Maddox (gmaddox@foliogroup.com) to
get it in our electronic newsletter, As the Barn
Turns, or the BBS (Barn Broadcasting System)
bulletins. Forward less time-sensitive items to
Julie Rudy (jrudy@educause.edu), who edits and
publishes our quarterly newsletter, Contents of
the JAR.

Leaser Needed
Robin Maras’ cute gelding, Tommy Joe (pen 9),
is available for a 1/3 lease (two days per week).
He goes English or western with a snaffle. Contact Robin at robin.maras@colorado.edu, home
303-449-6423, or work 303-735-0180.

Many Thanks
We have many members of the JAR community
who volunteer their time to make the ranch a
special place. Here are some TY’s for contributions made in recent months:
¾ For holiday decorations, thanks to Sandi
Rosewell for the front gate; to the 4-H kids
and Alamar for decorating the lounge and

School Horse Appointment Book
We have come up with a new twist on an old
idea. The school horses now have their very own
appointment book so that instructors, leasers, and
4
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barn area; and to Billie Myers, John Brumder, Cristen Poole, and Julie Rudy for hanging the holiday lights and garland in the indoor arena
For purchasing tickets in a block and coordinating two fun evenings for MMHEC boarders at the National Western Stock Show
(Grand Prix and Dancing Horses), thanks to
Grace Maddox and Linda Gillmor
To Steve Maras, for installing a new door on
the west side of the tacking area (leading up
to the outdoor arena). Great job, Steve!
To Sandi Rosewell, for coordinating that informative and fun Parelli demonstration
To Alamar, for the great Valentine’s and St.
Patrick’s Day decorations in the lounge and
the classroom.
To Greg, Alfredo, and Mindy for making
sure the stalls, arenas, and grounds were in
good shape for the Balimo and Parelli clinics.
To Sandi Rosewell, for donating that beautiful MMHEC banner!

Program, and taught by Allison Faso, a Graduate
Core Instructor and USDF Silver Medalist from
Alpharetta, Georgia. All those people you saw
that weekend were engaged in various stretching
and loosening exercises to help them achieve
greater balance and flexibility, with the ultimate
goal of improving their effectiveness as riders
and their horses’ performance.
The Balimo Equestrian Training Program
was developed by Eckart Meyners, a professor of
sports physiology and movement at the University of Lüneburg, Germany. Balimo, short for
Balance in Motion, is the name given to that
funny looking stool. As all of us discovered during the clinic, the Balimo Chair is a very effective tool for teaching people to feel and control
their bodies more precisely. It looks like a stool
with its seat mounted on a universal joint, allowing it to tilt in all directions. Repeated use of the
Balimo Chair also improves body mobility and
range of motion, allowing the rider’s body to
flow with the movement of their horse.

BalimoTM Comes to JAR
By Veronica Volny

P

erhaps you caught a glimpse of Wiley Gillmor skipping barefoot through the Joder
lounge a few weeks ago; or Dawn Fisher, our
resident dressage instructor, lying face down on
a rug in the middle of the outdoor arena, Juan
towering above her, looking on with an expression of inquisitiveness combined with mild concern for his rider. Or perhaps you saw a number
of familiar faces taking turns sitting on a funnylooking, seemingly unstable stool, bobbing back
and forth and trying to catch their balance, while
others looked on. Maybe you thought it might
just be something in the water at Joder Arabian
Ranch that day, and decided to flee the scene before being overcome by such strange behavior
yourself …
From February 24-26, 2006, Joder Arabian
Ranch/Mountain Meadow Holistic Equestrian
Center was host to a Balimo Equestrian Clinic.
The clinic was organized by Dawn Fisher, a Developing Core Instructor in the Balimo Degree

Photo by Greg Joder

Six riders and their horses, and several auditors, participated in the Balimo clinic. The riders’
abilities ranged from beginners to seasoned veterans of upper-level dressage circuits.
The clinic kicked off Friday night with an
introduction to the Balimo program, and a
chance for riders, auditors, and instructors to
meet. We reassembled early on a frigid Saturday
morning, and began the day with a series of exercises designed to increase body mobility and
awareness. Then it was time for the first rider to
give it a go. The rest of us sat at the edge of the
5

arena, wrapped in blankets, sipping hot coffee
and tea. We watched as Allison Faso identified
each rider’s idiosyncrasies, and helped her
achieve better flexibility on the ground and better
balance in the saddle. The horse’s fluidity of
movement followed naturally.
And so the weekend continued ... we jumped
off our horses and onto the Balimo Chair, only to
get back in the saddle to feel our horses become
round and supple and move more freely. Needless to say, there were many smiling faces. Even
the sun eventually smiled down on us. We were
all grateful to Allison for her patient instruction
and keen insights. Many thanks also went to
Linda Gillmor for the delicious hot lunches she
prepared for us, and to Grace Maddox for provisioning the group with drinks and snacks, and
making sure everyone was hydrated, happy, and
smothered in sunscreen – at all times! So next
time you see people skipping around the ranch
and wiggling their hips on the Balimo Chair,
come join us. As Grace says, “Balimo is a blast!”

Parelli’s Seven Games
Game #1: The Friendly Game
This game proves to your horse you will not
act like a predator, that you are friendly and
can be trusted.
Game #2: The Porcupine Game
This game is called "porcupine" as a reminder
that the horse should not lean against a point
of pressure but learn to move away from it.
Game # 3: The Driving Game
This game teaches the horse to respond to implied pressure, where you suggest to him to
move and he does without you touching him.
Game #4: The Yo-Yo Game
In this game, you send the horse backwards,
away from you, and bring him forward to you
in a straight line using your lead rope. The
object is to get backward and forward movements equal and light.
Game #5: The Circling Game
Do not confuse this with mindless lunging!
The Circling Game develops a horse mentally, emotionally, and physically. It teaches
him to stay connected to you and get the tension out of the line between you while maintaining his gait and direction.

Parelli Demo Well Received
By Sandi Rosewell

O

n Saturday, January 21, Teri Sprague and
her equine partner Promise came to JAR to
demonstrate the foundations of Parelli Natural
Horsemanship (PNH). Teri is a 3-star approved,
certified instructor with the Parelli foundation
who achieved Level 3 status in 1998 on Promise.
Teri began by giving a brief overview of the philosophy behind the PNH discipline. In the words
of Pat Parelli (paraphrased by Teri): “Before you
ever get on a horse's back, you should get to
know him. The myth that has led so many riders
to just saddle up and get on is what gets so many
people into trouble. Don't just get on him! First
establish a relationship. You need connection,
understanding, and acceptance from your horse.
You need a language through which you can
communicate and be understood. With PNH, that
language begins with the Seven Games.”
Horses look to their alpha leader for direction, confidence, and safety. They trust the al-

Game #6: The Sideways Game
This game teaches the horse to go sideways
equally as well to the right and left, with ease.
Game #7: Squeeze Game
Horses, by nature, are claustrophobic. They
are afraid of any small or tight space. The
Squeeze Game teaches your horse to become
braver and calmer, to squeeze through narrow
spots without concern.
pha's judgment and follow suggestions without
hesitation. Horses are natural followers when
they find a natural leader. It is your responsibility to become your horse's leader, to teach him to
become calmer, smarter, braver, more athletic
6

Christy Jemail, our resident natural horse
trainer, has offered to do two three-hour trailer
loading clinics on April 15, one from 9 to 12 and
one from 1-4. These clinics will offer some fundamental groundwork that is critical to teaching
your horse to load willingly, quietly, and without
anxiety, regardless of type of trailer or who is
asking the horse to load, and to maintain that attitude while being trailered. The way to achieve
that is to understand that it’s not just about getting your horse in a trailer; it is about ensuring
willingness and respect on your horse’s part,
which begins with some groundwork techniques
that Christy is well versed in and can teach you.
The cost of the three-hour clinic is $75, payable to Christy. A sign-up sheet has been posted
in the lounge. Space is limited, so sign up today!

and to trust your judgment, and to try whatever
you ask him without resistance.

Photo by Sandi Rosewell
Teri and Promise not only demonstrated the
Seven Games, but they performed a beautiful
horse and leader dance on the ground that illustrated the deep connection between the two. We
all appreciated the time and energy Teri and
Promise put into this demonstration!

Judith Cross-Strehlke Clinics in June
MMHEC/Joder Arabian Ranch will host clinics
with Judith Cross-Strehlke, an Advanced Level
IV Centered RidingTM Instructor, June 15–19.
Judy has studied and worked with Sally Swift,
founder and author of Centered Riding, for
nearly 25 years. (See www.centeredriding.org
for more information about CR.) Judy focuses on
body awareness and body movement as it affects
your horse's way of going; when the rider is centered and balanced, the horse is freed up to move
more naturally. Sign up on the sheet posted in
the lounge for a $70 individual lesson.
RMER is also sponsoring a one-day clinic
with Judy for people who work with handicapped, at-risk, and vulnerable populations (for a
fee of $90). The morning session of that clinic,
which will offer an introduction to CR (without
horses), is open to anyone riding with Judy on
one of the following days for a separate fee of
$35. All proceeds from this clinic will benefit
RMER.
For information about the RMER clinic, contact Caroline (equi.rhythm@comcast.net); for
information about the individual lessons, contact
Julie Rudy (jrudy@educause.edu, 303-440-8474).

For more information about Parelli, contact Sandi
(Sandra.rosewell@colorado.edu).

Upcoming Clinics

R

anch management is developing a system to
ensure that the MMHEC community will
benefit from clinics and educational events with
as little disruption to individuals as possible.
Dawn Fisher, our continuing education coordinator, is always on the lookout for new learning
opportunities. If you see an education need that
is not currently addressed, please talk to Dawn
about it (equibalance3@comcast.net or 720-2725706). Several clinics are scheduled at JAR (and
next door at Rocky Top Farm) that you may
want to take advantage of.
Trailer Loading Clinic with Christy
Many of you indicated on your personal fire plan
forms that you would be interested in a trailer
loading clinic to ensure that your horse is trailer
worthy in the event of an emergency situation
that would require trailering off the ranch.

Amy LeSatz, Marty Marten Clinics
Pat Jarvis, a former JAR boarder who lives just
north of JAR at Rocky Top Farm, is offering a
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clinic with Amy LeSatz on Saturday, April 29th
(see www.Bridle-Bit.com) and a clinic with
Marty Marten, the well-known horsemanship
clinician and author of two successful horsemanship books, Problem Solving I & II, on Sunday,
May 21st (see www.martymarten.com). Your
hour lesson with either or these clinicians is
strictly for you and you can work on anything
that has been brewing. A trailer will be available
to work on trailer loading skills. There is a gate
in the JAR fence that you can go through to access Pat’s arena. If you are interested in signing
up for one or both of these clinics, contact Pat
(303-247-0667, patjarvis@river.com).

Eco-Bits: Wildlife at JAR
by Greg Joder (photos also by Greg Joder)

S

oon it will be the time of year when the wildlife comes alive at JAR. Reptiles will seek
the sun after a long cold winter, foxes and coyotes will be hunting to feed newborn pups, and
migratory birds will be passing through or taking
up their seasonal residence on the ranch.
Spending time at JAR allows us to experience wildlife up close and personal. Sometimes
these events are welcome, such as watching the
coyotes hunt prairie dogs in the south pasture. Or
they can be unwelcome or scary events, as when
one comes upon a rattlesnake on foot or horseback. When we have these experiences, it often

Spring Vet Days Scheduled

A

lthough snow is on the ground, spring is
right around the corner and the mosquitoes
that carry the West Nile Virus will soon hatch.
The WNV vaccination requires an initial dose,
followed by a booster three weeks later. To facilitate this, two vet days have been scheduled at
the ranch, April 29 and May 20, with Boulder
Valley Veterinary Clinic (Drs. Butley, Bowers,
and Bluhm). If your horse was vaccinated for
WNV last year, you need only get the booster
this year. If your horse was not vaccinated for
WNV last year, you will need to sign up for both
vet days, unless you plan to use your own vet. If
using your own vet, be sure to schedule the two
visits so that the booster is received in May, as
the vaccine needs a few weeks to take effect.
The required spring vaccines for MMHEC
boarded horses are East/West and Venezuelan
Encephalitis, Tetanus, and West Nile Virus. All
of these required vaccines (including both WNV
injections) will be available at each vet day, as
will other vaccines.
Whether you participate in our vet day(s),
have your vet vaccinate your horse at your convenience, or vaccinate your horse yourself, confirmation that your horse has received the required vaccinations will be required by the end
of May. A form will be available in the lounge.

helps to know a little bit about the animals we
encounter. What follow are some brief descriptions on the ecology and behavior of some of the
animals we share the ranch with.
Rattlesnakes and Snakes in General
Most rattlesnakes are very sensitive to what
they consider a threat. Because of this they generally give the characteristic warning rattle well
before someone or something approaches within
striking distance. Rattlesnakes rarely strike without warning unless surprised or being harassed.
The benefit of having rattlesnakes around is
similar to that of bull snakes, also common on
the ranch. The primary food source for rattlesnakes (and bull snakes as well) are rodents—
mice, rats, and voles, for example. While having
any kind of snake around seems like it would be
8

good for reducing prey populations such as mice,
studies have shown that, in general, snakes have
little effect in “controlling” the abundance of
their prey populations. Rather, when prey populations increase, so do the number of snakes.
Treating snakes, including rattlesnakes, with
the respect they deserve is consistent with the
JAR conservation easement philosophy.

Birds
Spring is a great time to bird watch on the
ranch. We are lucky enough to be in a transition
zone between the plains and the mountains and
also have a variety of habitat types from the ponderosa pine stand to the west to the open grasslands to the east. Because of this habitat variation
there are often a large number of bird species to
see.
Some of these birds, such as the raptors, primarily use the ranch as part of their hunting
grounds and are usually only passing through.
Others use the ranch for nesting and foraging
when raising young. Nests can be found from
small cup-shaped nests located on the ground to
cavity nests in standing dead trees and nest
boxes. For example, meadowlarks are ground
nesters while chickadees and woodpeckers are
cavity nesters.
Depending on the time of year some of the
birds you can see (or hear) on the ranch include
the Western Bluebird, Dark-eyed Junco, American Robin, European Starling, Townsend Solitaire, Brown Creeper, Steller’s Jay, WhiteBreasted Nuthatch, and the American Kestrel,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Red-Tailed Hawk,
Buffleheads, Mallards, and various species of
hummingbirds.

Coyotes
Coyotes are members of the dog family and
are readily adaptable to changing environments.
Coyotes can be seen on the ranch nearly every
day, often hunting for rabbits, mice, or prairie

dogs. They give birth to 2-12 pups once a year in
the spring and summer. However, only 5-20 percent of these pups survive their first year.
Some interesting behavioral notes on coyote
vocalizations: Howling is usually associated with
communication with other coyotes in the area;
yelping is associated with celebration or criticisms within a small group; a bark from a coyote
is thought to be a threat display when it is protecting a kill or its den; and huffing is used to
call pups without creating a lot of noise.
While the coyotes on the ranch appear to
have become more comfortable being near people and riders, it is still wise to use caution when
you encounter them. Attacks on humans are very
rare, though coyotes will kill domesticated pets
under the right circumstances. It is best to have
your dog on a leash if you come near coyotes
while walking or riding the ranch trails.

Buffleheads at JAR

Exotic Plants
The existence of exotic plant species on the
ranch was confirmed by surveys conducted for
the conservation easement. Exotic species found
within the survey plots included wild alyssum,
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fieldcress, yellow salsify, tower cress, cheatgrass, Japanese brome, and field bindweed.
Exotic species found on the ranch but not in
the conservation easement survey plots include:
musk thistle, Canada thistle, and diffuse knapweed. The knapweed is associated with trail edge
disturbance and fill-dirt deposition, while the
musk and Canada thistles are associated with
pastures that have been over grazed or disturbed
in the past. Cheatgrass can be observed in dense
communities throughout a large part of the
ranch.
Interestingly, a biocontrol agent (a species of
seed-head weevil) that had been spread by government agencies in other areas of Boulder
County to control exotic thistle has also been
found on native thistle species. This is an example of a biocontrol that expanded from the exotic
target species to a native species – a hard lesson!
Biocontrols for knapweed (a root-boring
weevil) were released last fall in areas of the
ranch where knapweed is located. A number of
peer-reviewed studies have shown the effectiveness of this species-specific biocontrol on the
target plant (knapweed and the seed-head and
root-boring weevil species). As an alternative to
herbicide, specific use of biocontrols may take
longer to produce the desired effects but, in the
long run, can eliminate viable populations of exotic plants as witnessed in other areas of Boulder
County.

Welcome, New Boarders,
New Horses!
By Julie Rudy
We welcome these horses and boarders who
have arrived in the past three months.
Baby Hughy and E.B.:
Diane Renz and Natalya Fearnley
Baby Hughy, aka Black Flash, is a 16-hand, 12year-old, black and white Paint gelding purchased over the Internet from Kentucky in August of 2002. According to Diane,
she and her daughter Natalya started
on their path to
horse
ownership
very slowly. “We
began by giving
homes to trail
ranch horses in the
winter,
learning
about the real
needs of the horses
and
the
labor
involved. Then one
summer Nat leased a beautiful Paint at Triple
Creek and did some jumping with her. We were
both in love with Paints after that. For fun we
would peruse the Internet horse sites to ‘just
look,’ and next thing I know I am having a horse
vetted in Kentucky and shipped to us! He has his
issues, but he'll stand for hours while you love on
him—he has such a great spirit, he is our huggable horse. He jumps, does some dressage, and
loves the trails.”
E.B., aka Ebony, is a 5-year-old APHA black
and white Paint mare with emphasis on the
black. Diane says, “She was not in the plans (are
they ever?). Knowing the truth about costs and
labor I was very hesitant to own two horses, yet
Hughy was beginning to think he was a goat, as
they were his companions on our farm. Nat and I
were training with Julia Clavette and she was
convinced that we needed two horses to go trail
riding together. I was convinced it was time for

Conclusion
So, no matter what time of year, we share the
ranch with many beautiful, poisonous, cute, exotic, and interesting plants and animals. As Boulder County grows, so too will the ranch in its
importance as a wildlife and human refuge. As
time goes on we are seeing that the ranch is not
just a boarding stable, or just a ropes course, but
a unique and diverse piece of land in an increasingly ecologically homogeneous front range.
For any wildlife related emergencies please notify
ranch management, Greg Joder (303-859-5393),
and/or call the Colorado Division of Wildlife at 303291-7227 or 970-472-4300.
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Hugh to have a friend. My dream was to find the
middle-aged gelding who knew the ropes and
would be sane and quiet for me. So, of course, I
end up with a 5-year-old mare, go figure! She's
been ridden dressage and pleasure, so she's
nicely started, and she has tons of movement for
the hunter ring and a cute jump. She's just started
over fences but shows a lot of potential. She is a
sweetheart with a good disposition, very sweet to
be around, and has great ground manners. She’s
an all-around type of horse who just needs some
consistency and help with a trainer.”
“I have ridden off and on since I was a child
(only western dude ranch type stuff) and took a
horsemanship class in Arizona when Nat was 1,
and that was when she was first on a horse—
except when she was in my belly, when I went
on a horseback riding trek in New Zealand that
her dad and I had already planned! Nat was almost named after a horse. When she was nine
she began training in January for her first horseback riding trek in Ireland set for that July. She
flew down the beaches on her Connemara
pony!”

Dante: Emily Donoho
Dante is a three-year old QH/TB/Clydesdale
cross. According to Emily, “At the moment he
looks black or dark bay, but he will eventually be
a gray. His previous owner bought him as a
weanling from a
PMU farm in Canada and brought him
to her place in Boulder, where he has
spent the last two
and a half years living in a pasture with
other babies and
some older broodmares. He has basic
ground manners and
has worn a saddle,
but has not yet been
backed. I bought
him as a training project to back and then sell in
late summer or early fall when Gypsum and I go
to grad school in England. He's a very chilledout, sweet, and willing baby and should be a lot
of fun to train.” Dante lives in pen 9, where, not
long after taking up residence there, according to
Grace Maddox, “he engineered a ‘jailbreak’ by
unhooking the gate and leading Baby Hughy and
E.B. on a ‘walkabout.’” No harm was done since
Caroline and Hallie quickly got them all back in,
but Grace reminded us about temporarily hooking (rather than fastening) the chain on a gate
when we go into a pen for “just a minute.”
Esprit and Gunnar: Dawn Fisher
Esprit de Coeur (Esprit for short) is a six-yearold Hanoverian gelding whom Dawn moved to
JAR at the end of the year. According to Dawn,
“He’s out of some pretty impressive jumping bloodlines! He’s a super mover, quite mischievous, standing at 16 hands. I bought him in
September and shipped him from Reno, Nevada.
Esprit is a project horse whom I plan to sell once
he's going under saddle and behaving. He's taking a little more time than I'd anticipated due to
his desire to continually get into trouble! He
loved playing with his ‘brothers,’ Gunnar and
Juan, when he was with them in their turnout,

Diane says she and Nat recently moved off
the farm, the house just sold, and they are still
settling in. “This, along with my postgraduate
trainings and building a psychotherapy private
practice, have kept us too far from our recently
transplanted horses. We will be back on track
soon, and so look forward to just meandering
around the trails at Joder. Time to get back in
shape, Hugh, your belly is too close to the
ground!”
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his arrival. I'd ridden him once at that point and
made a quick analyis: he was ‘jacked.’ I did
show him to the client (a local trainer) and she
asked me if I could let his neck stretch down and
ask him to go forward. HAAAAA! I laughed. I
would have loved to, but he was so stuck he
couldn't move, in his gaits or in his body! Needless to say, that trainer felt he wasn't the ‘right’
horse for her student, so I made an offer of 1/4 of
the asking price and the former owners took it!
It's been a long haul with chiropractic, massage,
training, and lots of cookies, but he's got a special place in my heart and continues to astound
me with his personality and talent!”

before being turned out to pen 1 where there is
more space for him to move. I think everybody
came to me at some point to tell me of their antics out in their playpen. If you haven't seen
them, try to catch a
glimpse of the boys
playing ball (see the
photo below of Juan
with Gunnar, who is in
the foreground). Thank
you to all who donated
toys to them. Alfredo
must be very happy not
to have to pick up the
remains of the salt
block holder that they'd destroyed by carrying it
around and letting it drop to the ground—many
times! Once Esprit is sold I plan to bring my
yearling colt Pave` to Joder … more on him
when he gets here!”
Wendemoore (aka Gunnar) is an eight-yearold Oldenburg gelding. According to Dawn,
“He's the biggest of my three horses at Joder,
standing 17 hands. I bought him last March because I felt bad for him. He'd come to my former
barn as a sale horse after spending two years
with a young girl who did hunter/jumpers with
him and wanted to sell him because he was too
strong for her. When I first saw him standing on
the cross ties he had an absent look in his eye

French Frye: Hallie Sabo
French Frye, a dark chestnut pony gelding with
white mane and tail, 10 hands high, will be 2
years old in May. According to Hallie, “I bought
him from a vet study at CSU because he was so
cute. I am looking for a great home for him. He

is wonderful with children and takes everything
in stride. His price is very negotiable to the right
home and could include some training. Frye is
definitely not a naughty pony! He hasn't been
saddled because of his age and because I think he
is still growing (cross my fingers). He has been
lunged, led with children walking by his side,
yields to pressure, happily trots and canters over
poles and small jumps, joins up in the round pen,
stands quietly at tie rail and for the farrier, gets
along with other horses, hmmm, anything else
…? He would make a wonderful companion or
child’s first pony.” Please contact Hallie (hallie-

and would barely take a treat. He was very withdrawn and stoic in his stall, just standing in the
back corner with no interest in anybody. I had to
show him to a client upon the first 48 hours of
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Caroline know right away. And feel free to say
“hi” and give Gracie a treat now and then.

sabo@hotmail.com, 970-443-9410) if you know
of someone (maybe you?) who would like to
own French Frye.

Kyra: Ali Strawford
We are so pleased that Mollie Fager has found
such a good new “mom” for Kyra and we welcome Ali Strawford and her family to JAR. According to Ali, “I am Welsh, my husband Adrian
is English, and our children, Phoebe (5) and
Daniel (2 1/2), were born in America. My real
home is on the edge of Llangorse Lake, a beautiful glacial lake in south Wales nestled between
the Black Mountains and the Brecon Beacons.
We proudly boast the highest population density
of sheep, and the lowest of humans in Europe, I
think! We have thousands of miles of joined bridle paths running from the mountains to the sea
and riding is a big part of our culture. We get a
ton of rain and as a kid I remember hearing ‘there's no such thing as bad weather, just
bad dressing’ thrown in my direction on countless occasions. I don't remember winds like these
though! I was pony mad from an early age and
was a keen pony club eventer. I also competed in
tetrathlon which involved riding over cross country fences (which I loved), shooting targets (very
hit and miss), swimming, and very reluctantly
running a mile as fast as possible (never my
strong point!). Sadly, I haven't ridden much as an
adult. Adrian and I moved to San Francisco in
1995 for me to complete my research and studies
in human nutrition and muscle wasting disease.
Ade works in
motor racing and
so we traveled
extensively and
weren't really settled enough to
own a horse. We
lived in Atlanta
for a short while,
but were excited
to move to Boulder as we love the
great outdoors!
Phoebe is pony
mad and started
riding with Nina

Gracie: KOTHRR
Gracie is a big, gray Percheron mare who is being “fostered” by Rocky Mountain Equi-Rhythm
while she heals in body and spirit. According to
Stephanie Wendorf (director of the Knick o’
Time Horse Rescue and Rehabilitation), who
rescued the mare, “For the past 12 years, Gracie
entertained tourists and locals by pulling them up
and down the 16th Street Mall in Denver. This
gentle giant charmed children and adults alike
from the age of 3.
An accident that
injured her stifles
left her unable to
pull the carriage. As
a result, she found
herself at the auction, where Steph
was able to outbid
the slaughterhouse
(the only other
bidder) and bring
this lovely, sad-eyed
horse home for only
$250! At KOTHRR,
she won the hearts of all who handled her. She
loved to have her belly scratched and enjoyed
having the girls groom her (some looked like
they could use a ladder!) Her stifles will take a
long time to heal, and her mineral intake was so
low that she goes through trace mineral blocks
very quickly. She needs to gain several hundred
pounds through nutritious and judicious feedings. But one look in those big brown eyes and it
is all worth it!”
KOTHRR will eventually find her a good
home, but until then Equi-Rhythm will have the
use of her in various educational programs in
return for her care, because she is so suitable for
working with RMER clientele. Once she is back
in shape, Caroline thinks she could pull a cart
around the ranch and help do chores. Wouldn’t
that be great? So if you hear about someone
wanting to donate a draft-sized cart, please let
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one already made, plus I wanted a short horse, as
my 17-hand days were over. As I walked to the
back of the uncovered, uncleaned pipe pen to
look at the waterer, a cute, skinny little horse
with long front
feet and muley
back feet left his
food to come to
me, sniff me all
over, put his
face on my
chest, and let out
this huge sigh. I
was sunk! I told
him I’d take him
ASAP, and he
would
never
have to live like
this again. That
was almost four
years ago. Majic
knows leg aids well now and has made the jump
from a walking-horse bit to a snaffle reasonably
easy. He hasn’t been secure enough before now
but he’s finally ready to accept it, and I think he
likes it.”
“We came to Colorado in February 2005 and
this past year we boarded at two other barns.
Now we are so glad to be at Joder Ranch, where
the care is excellent, the people are nice, the feed
is good, and the atmosphere is comfortable for
horses and people. We are looking forward to a
new life style, learning all the trails here on the
ranch and elsewhere in Colorado, making new
friends, and gathering what I call ‘Colorado
moments.’ We both feel like we’ve finally settled in and are grateful for where we are.”

last year. We spent the summer at my parents’
home in the mountains in Wales, where we borrowed a little Welsh mountain pony and had
great fun. She has been very excited that we have
a new member in the family and is planning to
help out with Kyra where possible and I think
may also have some riding lessons when it
warms up.”
“I try to be at the ranch as much as possible
and am balancing this between kids and getting
involved with an amazing new Boulder-based
non-profit for sick kids called ‘There with Care.’
Kyra and I have become fast friends – we both
love the trails and fences and are beginning to
start schooling in the arena; we certainly both
need the discipline! I am so excited to have
started riding again, so grateful to have met
Mollie and found Kyra, and thrilled to be spending time with everyone at the ranch.”
Majestic Blend (aka Majic): Dotti Kipp
An 8-year-old all-black gelding, about 15.2
hands, Majic is a registered racking horse. After
nearly 25 years of experience with horses—from
training hunter/jumpers, to riding dressage with
Hilda Gurney, to working with clientele who had
horses who had been traumatized in trailers, to
running a summer horse clinic for neighborhood
children—Dotti welcomed Majic into her life as
she was recouping from a shoulder replacement
and two knee replacement surgeries.
According to Dotti, “I got a call from a friend
who worked for a sale barn that bought truckloads of Tennessee Walkers/Racking Horses for
the reject sale in Tennessee and did a huge business in turning them around with little or no
training. My friend said that I had to come see
this one horse that no one could ride because he
was too sensitive and had only been a gelding for
6 months. These horses were around 3 to 4 yrs
old, scared, thin, and all had failed at being a big
lick horse. So these people would use a gag bit
and a western saddle and gutsy young women
would ride them out in the hills, often having
some incredible accidents. But I finally decided
to go look at this horse ‘no one could ride.’ It
was plain that in the shape I was in I didn’t need
another project horse. For once, I wanted to buy

Peanut: RMER
Peanut is a big, rangy American Quarter Horse
gelding whose full name is Peanut Butter Jack.
He was foaled May 8, 1991 in Nebraska. His
grandfather on his sire's side is Watch Joe Jack,
an AQHA Champion, and his great-grandfather
is Two Eyed Jack, who is the all-time leading
sire of AQHA Champions. Peanut has been donated to RMER by the Harris family. According
to Holly, “I bought him in May of 2001 in Ar14

me because there were mostly ropers at the sale,
and no one else was after him, so I ended up with
him for a song (and a few dollars). Sonny is real
sweet, loves people, and will follow you around
like a dog if you let him. We use him for trail
riding, although I have entertained ideas of team
penning with him and Cassidy (our daughter) has
tried him on barrels. Look for any one of the five
of us (Holly, John, Zach, Cassidy, and Sarah) out
at the ranch riding Sonny (after tax season!).”

nold, Nebraska where he had been used for ranch
work since he was a two-year old. The ranch
foreman primarily used him, and said he was especially good at roping and bringing the calves
in for branding. My days of break-away roping
and college rodeo are long gone, but I have
swung a loop or two off him, and he's real quiet
and goes easy with a rope. My children and I
have mainly used him for trail riding, although
Cassidy had practiced barrel racing with him until his arthritis slowed him down.”

Horses for Sale

W

hile Contents of the JAR does not include
paid or public advertising, our editorial
policy allows us to announce the availability of
horses for sale by individuals, ranches, or organizations affiliated with or friends of EquiRhythm, Joder Arabian Ranch, or Mountain
Meadow Holistic Equestrian Center.
Clearance Sale on Horses
Stacy Dee of Grace Farms has moved to Georgia
and is selling all fifteen of her horses. There are
youngsters and saddle horses trained for dressage, eventing, and other riding disciplines—a
little bit of everything. Call sales agents Debra
Whitcomb (303-547-2914) or Kathy Montgomery (303-564-3231). Long-time boarders at JAR
will remember Stacy as Stacy Dorian, who grew
up at the ranch; she used to tear around on
Snowbird, and later Jodeera. Good luck, Stacy!

Cassidy and Holly on Peanut and Sonny

Sonny: Harris Family
GVF Sensational Fool, aka Sonny, is a stout sorrel AQHA gelding with a big blaze similar
to Caroline's Doc. According to Holly Harris, his
owner (and the JAR/MMHEC/RMER accountant), “He was foaled on April 1, 1990, and
caused such a sensation on April Fool's Day that
he was named Sensational Fool. He is the son of
Beatle Boy Hank, an AQHA Champion, and the
great-grandson of Sonny Dee Bar, a champion
cutting and roping horse. Sonny has his Performance Register of Merit which he earned in 2001
with AQHA points in heading and heeling. He is
light and easy to handle and quick on his feet.
We have to watch out or he'll turn right out from
underneath us!”
“I bought Sonny in September 2002 at the
Pitzer Ranch Annual Fall Sale in Nebraska. He
was at the sale because an inexperienced, aspiring roper had soured him of the sport, and he
was freezing up in the chute. That was fine with

KOTHRR Horse for Sale
Knick o’ Time Horse Rescue and Rehabilitation
(an RMER partner, see page 1) has a registered
AQHA gelding for sale. Slick is 18 years old
with lots of energy, about 15 hands, and has been
used for trail riding, team penning, roping, gymkhanas, packing, and so forth. He has not been
ridden much for the past year and half, but he is
safe and sane. $1000, possibly negotiable. Contact Stephanie (RoanOakeFarm@aol.com). Note:
Slick will be coming soon to JAR as an EquiRhythm “foster” horse, so you can try him out!
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Upcoming Events at Joder Ranch
Jenny Baldwin Lessons
Trailer Loading Clinic
Road Pick-Up Day
Vet Days
Horse Camps Begin
Judy Cross Clinics

MMHEC Board of Boarders

April 2
April 15
April 22
April 29, May 20
June 12
June 15 -19

Lori Bruhwiler
Melinda Helmick
Connie Hopkins
Larry Langer
Sandi Rosewell
Veronica Volny
Margaret Wilson

Blazing Saddles 4-H meetings are held the first
and third Mondays of each month.

303-497-6921
303-682-2827
303-494-1211
720-406-7897
303-823-6138
303-443-7866
303-669-0327

JAR, MMHEC, and RMER do not endorse the
products or services or warrant the competency of
any establishment or individual mentioned herein.
Please submit articles to the editor by June 1st for
the summer newsletter (jrudy@educause.edu).

MMHEC Board of Boarders meetings are held
the fourth Wednesday of each month.

7497 North Foothills Highway
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 449-6040
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